[Predictive value of the HISS-scoring system for estimation of trauma severity and the time off work after hand injuries].
The estimation of the time off work depending on the injury pattern and severity is of major interest in the treatment of hand injuries. The predictive value of the HISS score (Hand Injury Severity Scoring System) was evaluated. According to this score, 184 work-related injuries (1999 to 2002) were analyzed prospectively, excluding injuries of both hands. The median age was 37.9 years (18 to 65 years), 11 % of the patients were female. A significant correlation was established between the HISS score and the time off work (p < 0.0001, r = 0.51). The score also correlated with the degree of work incapacity (p < 0.0001). Our data confirm the predictive value of the HISS score for the early estimation of the time off work resulting from hand injuries. However, the estimation is limited to injuries distal to the wrist.